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1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a group, then the nth dimension subgroup D,(G) is the subgroup 
of G consisting of elements x such that x - e E AZ+‘, where AG is the aug- 
mentation ideal of G and e is the identity of G. Dimension subgroups were 
first introduced by Magnus [9] who proved that for a free group F, D,(F) = F,, 
the nth term in the lower central series of F. This led Cohn and others to 
conjecture that D,(G) = G, for all groups G and all 1z 3 0. We refer to this 
as the dimension conjecture. Cohn’s attempt [l] to establish the conjecture 
was unsuccessful. When Lazard pointed out the gap in his argument, Cohn 
gave the following correction: 
1.1. “... the theorem can be shown to hold when the group satisfies 
XEG,, x I %-, > xk E G,,, * xk = e. 
This includes, for example, groups of prime exponent.” 
Another attempt to give an affirmative answer to the dimension conjecture 
was made by Losey [7]. Losey’s proof is also incomplete. For the gap in his 
argument see [S]. However, it can be seen that with the hypothesis of (1.1) 
Losey’s proof holds. 
In this work we shall describe a method of tackling the dimension conjecture. 
I have not been able to decide the conjecture. However, some results are 
obtained which provide us with some more groups for which the conjecture 
is valid. Furthermore, our results indicate as to where one should look for 
a counterexample (if there is any). 
We begin by proving a result (3.1) communicated in a letter from Professor 
G. Higman to Professor D. Rees which says that for establishing the dimen- 
* This paper has been adapted from Chapter 3 of the author’s doctoral thesis 
which was submitted to the University of Exeter, Exeter, England, in March 1966. 
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sion conjecture it is enough to do so for finite p-groups only. We then relate 
the study of dimension subgroups to that of polynomial maps on groups [II]. 
We show (4.4) that the dimension conjecture is equivalent to the following: 
(P). If G is a finite p-group of class n, then every homomorphism 
f : G,-, - T (T = the additive group of rationals mod 1) can be extended 
to a polynomial map u : G -+ T of degree < n. 
To investigate (P) we make use of the second cohomology group H2(G, T). 
We say that an element 6 of ZP’(G, T) is of degree < n if there exists a repre- 
sentative 2-cocycle 01 : G x G + T such that for all x E G the maps 0~~ : G + T 
given by ol&y) = OL(X, y) are polynomial maps of degree < n. Such an 01 is 
called a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < n. A sufficient condition for (P) 
to hold is: 
For all jinite p-groups G, every element f E H2(G, T) is of degree < class 
of G. 
If G is a finitely-generated Abelian group, then every element of H2(G, T) 
is of degree < 1 (7.2). We deduce from it that D2(n) = 17, for all groups 17. 
After making some general observations about polynomial 2-cocycles on 
nilpotent groups, we go on to verify that if G is an odd prime-power group 
of class 2, then every element of H2(G, T) is of degree \( 2. If G is a finite 
2-group of class 2 but G/G, is either a direct sum of only two cyclic groups 
or at most one cyclic component of G/G, is of order > 4, then also every 
element of H2(G, T) is of degree < 2. From these two facts we deduce that 
if I;T is a group such that all its subquotients (3.11), which are 2-groups of 
class 3, have order < 64, then 
D,(H) = z7,. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
If H and K are subgroups of a group G, we shall denote by [H, KJ the 
subgroup of G generated by all the commutators [x, y] = .zy~-~y-~, x E H, 
~EK. 
The lower central series {G,}, n = 0, l,..., of a group is defined by G,, = G, 
G, = [G, GJ, n > 1. If G,, = (e) for some n, then we say that G is 
a nilpotent group. If G,, = (e), G,-, f ( e , we say that G is nilpotent of class n. ) 
We denote by Z(G) and AG the integral group-ring and the augmentation 
ideal of a group G respectively [II]. We define a series (D,(G)), n = 0, 1,2,... 
of subgroups of G by D,(G) = {X/X E G, x - e E Az’i}. Trivially, D,(G) = G. 
If there is no danger of confusion, we shall often write D, instead of D,(G). 
The subgroup D, is called the nth dimension subgroup of G and the series 
{D,(G)} is called the dimension series of G. 
4811912-3 
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We recall some of the well-known properties of this series. 
(i) {&} is a decreasing series of fully invariant subgroups. 
(ii) [D, , D,] C Dn+nl+l for all integers m, fz >, 0. 
(iii) G, _C D, for all n > 0. 
(iv) Dl = Gi for all groups G. 
(v) If G is a free group, then D, = G, for all n > 0 (Magnus [9]). 
The ring of integers will be denoted by Z. 
3. A REDUCTION THEOREM 
The object of this section is to show that for the purposes of studying the 
dimension conjecture one may as well confine one’s attention to finite 
p-groups only. 
3.1. THEOREM. If the dimension conjecture is false, then there is a finite 
p-group for which it is false. 
Proof. Suppose that the dimension conjecture is false. Let G be a group 
for which it breaks down. This can happen only if there exists an integer 
n (2 2) and x E G such that 
x E D, i.e. x - eo E A;+‘, (eo = identity element of G) (3.2) 
and 
x#Gn. (3.3) 
(3.2) implies that we can write 
x-eG= c y(xl - eG)(% - eG) *” cxn+l - eG>a (3.4) 
7XZ 
.z~.z,.*-.x~+,EG 
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by all the elements of G which appear 
in equation (3.4). H is a finitely-generated group. It contains the element x 
which satisfies: 
x E D,(H) (3.5) 
and 
x:6 f& - (3.6) 
Consider the group K = H/H,, . K is a finitely-generated nilpotent group. 
Let k = xH, . Then (3.5) and (3.6) imply 
and 
k E D,(K) (3.7) 
k#Kn- (3.8) 
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Since finitely-generated nilpotent groups satisfy the maximum condition on 
normal subgroups [4], we can find a maximal normal subgroup M of K such 
that k $ M. Consider the group L = K/M. Let G = KM. e is a nonidentity 
element of L. Therefore, 
e+-L - (3.9) 
Also (3.7) implies 
I E D,(L). (3.10) 
(3.9) and (3.10) show that the dimension conjecture is false for the group L. 
But L is a finitely-generated nilpotent group which contains the nonidentity 
element r’ in all its normal subgroups. Therefore, L must be a finite p-group 
[3]. This proves (3.1). 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 provides a sufficient condition for a group to 
satisfy the dimension conjecture. To state it we first define the term sub- 
quotient. 
3. Il. If G is a group, A a subgroup of G and B a normal subgroup of A, 
then the quotient group A/B is called a subquotient of G. 
We notice in the proof of (3.1) that the group L which we constructed is 
isomorphic to a subquotient of G. Thus we have proved 
3.1A. THEOREM. (i) If G is a group such that the dimension conjecture 
holds for every prime power subquotient of G, then it also holds for G itself. 
(ii) If G is a group such that D,(G) # G, , then there is a subquotient L 
of G with the properties: 
(a) L is a $nite p-group of class < n 
(b) Q(L) f (4. 
4. RELATIONSHIP WITH POLYNOMIAL MAPS 
We shall be frequently using the following two properties of T, the additive 
group of rationals mod 1: 
4.01. If G is an Abelian group, H a subgroup of G and f : H -+ T 
a homomorphism, then there exists a homomorphism g : G + T such that 
g(x) =f(zc) for all x in H. 
4.02. If G is an Abelian group, rs: E G, x # e, then there exists a homo- 
morphism f : G --f T such that f(x) f 0. 
For (4.01) the reader is referred to Kaplansky [6]. (4.02) is a simple con- 
sequence of (4.01). Let .r E G, s f e. Let 7J be the subgroup generated by X. 
Let t be any nonzero element of T if x is of infinite order; otherwise let t be 
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of order r = order of x (notice that T has elements of every finite order). 
Consider the homomorphism 01 : U + T defined by a(x) = t. By (4.01) 
there exists a homomorphism f : G --+ T such that f(x) = a(z) for all z in U. 
In particular, f(x) = a(x) = t f 0. 
For the definition of polynomial maps on groups and other results con- 
cerning them, see [II]. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. If G is an arbitrary group and T is the additive group 
of rationals mod 1, then 
D 
12 
(G) = (x/x E G and f(x) = f (e) for all polynomial maps f : G -+ T/ 
! of degree < n 
Proof. Letf : G -b T be a polynomial map of degree < n. If x E D, , then 
x - e E A;l;tl. Hence f(x - e) = 0; i.e., f(x) = f(e). 
Conversely, let x E G such that f (x) = f (e) for all polynomial maps f : G + T 
of degree < n. Then we want to show that x - e E AZ+‘. Suppose this is 
not true. Then x - e + A:+’ is a nonzero element of the Abelian group 
Pn(G)(=A,/A;+,+l)[~~]. Th ere fore, we can find a homomorphism 6’ : P,(G)-+T 
such that 0(x - e + AZ+‘) f 0. Consider the map f : G + T given by 
f(y) = e(y - e + AZ+‘),y E G.f is t rivially a polynomial map of degree < n. 
f(e) = 6(O) = 0, f(x) = 0(x - e + A:+‘) f 0 show that there is a contradic- 
tion. Hence x - e must belong to AZ+‘; i.e., x E D, . This completes the 
proof of (4.1). 
As finite p-groups are nilpotent, the reduction Theorem 3.1 suggests 
that one could proceed by induction on the class of such groups. The next 
result is aimed at translating the inductive step involved into the problem 
of extending homomorphisms from the last nonvanishing term of the lower 
central series (with values in the additive group of rationals mod 1) to 
polynomials maps (of suitable degree) on the whole group. 
4.2. THEOREM. If G is a group of class n such that Dnml = G,+, , then 
D, = (e) if and only if every homomorphism f : G,+, + T, the additive group 
of rationals mod 1, can be extended to a polynomial map u : G -+ T of degree Q n. 
Proof. Let G be a group of class n such that D, = (e). Consider the map 
0 : Gnel - A,/AE+’ given by B(x) = x - e + AZ+‘. 0 is a homomorphism. 
Let x, y E G,-i . 
t?(xy) = xy - e + A:+’ 
= (x - e + AZ+‘) + ( y - e + A:“) + ((x - e>( y - e) + A:+‘) 
= 0(x) + e(y ) [x, y E G,,-, imply .?c - e, y - e E A,” (Z(iii)]. 
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Since D, = (e), 
0 is l-l (4.3) 
Now let f : G,-l + T be a homomorphism. From (4.3) and (4.01) it follows 
that we can find a homomorphism y : AJAn,+’ ---t T such that v o B = f. 
Consider the map II : G -+ T given by U(X) = ~J(X - e + A:+‘), x E G. 
Clearly u is a polynomial map of degree < n and the restriction of u to G,-, 
agrees with f. 
Conversely, suppose that every homomorphism f : Gnml + T can be 
extended to a polynomial map u : G + T of degree < n. Then we want 
to show that D, = (e). If possible let x # e ED, . Then x E DnW1 = Gnel , 
which is Abelian. Therefore, we can find a homomorphism f : G,, + T 
such that f(x) f 0. By hypothesis f can be extended to a polynomial map 
u : G + T of degree < n. By (4.1) U(X) = u(e). But u(e) = f(e) = 0. Hence 
u(x) = 0. Also, U(X) = f(x) f 0. Th is is a contradiction. Hence D, consists 
of the identity element only. 
We remark that in the first part of the proof we did not make use of the 
assumption One1 = Gnpl . 
(4.2) now enables us to state the dimension conjecture completely in 
terms of the polynomial maps. 
4.4. THEOREM. Dimension conjecture holds for all groups if and only if 
the following holds: 
(P). If Gis afinitep-g YOU p f 1 o c ass n, then every homomorphism f : Gnpl -+ T, 
the additive group of rationals mod 1, can be extended to a polynomial map 
u : G -+ T of degree < n. 
Proof. Suppose that the dimension conjecture holds. Let G be a finite 
p-group of class n, f : G,-, ---f T a homomorphism. Then G, = (e) implies 
D, = (e). Hence, by (4.2) f can be extended to a polynomial map of 
degree < n. 
Conversely, suppose that all finite p-groups satisfy (P). We can then prove 
the dimension conjecture if we proceed by induction on the class of finite 
p-groups. If G is a finite p-group of class 1, then the dimension conjecture 
is true for G (2(iv)). Suppose we have proved that the dimension conjecture 
is true for all finitep-groups of class < n. Let G be a finitep-group of class n. 
Then Gi = Di for 0 < i < n - 1 (otherwise the dimension conjecture 
would be false for a finitep-group of class < n (3.1A(ii)). Thus, in particular, 
Gnel = On-l . This, together with the property (P), implies that D,, = (e) 
(4.2). The dimension conjecture holds for G. This completes the induction. 
Hence the dimension conjecture holds for all finite p-groups. Therefore it 
holds for all groups (3.1). 
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5. THE SECOND COHOMOLOGY GROUP 
5.1. We recall the definition of the second cohomology group. Let G be 
a group, T an Abelian group. A 2-cochain f : G x G + T is a function 
of two variables from G with values in T subject to the condition f(x, y) = 0 
whenever either x = e or y == e. With the obvious addition, the set Ca(G, T) 
of all 2-cochains is an Abelian group. A 2-cochain is called a 2-cocycle if 
f(Y, 4 -f&Y, 4 +f(%Y4 -f(%Y) = 0 
for all X, y E G. The 2-cocycles form a subgroup of C2(G, T), denoted by 
Za(G, T). A 2-cochain is called a coboundary if there exists a map g : G -+ T 
such that g(e) = 0 and f(x, y) = g(y) - g(xy) + g(x) for all X, y E G. The 
set B2(G, T) of all coboundaries is a subgroup of Z*(G, T). The second 
cohomology group of G with coefficients in T is defined to be the quotient 
group Z2(G, T)/B2(G, T) and is denoted by H2(G, T). 
5.2. Let f : G x G 4 T be a 2-cochain. Let y E G. Consider the map 
f, : G + T given by f,(x) = f(x, y), x E G. We say that f is a polynomial 
2-cochain of degree < n in the first variable if f, is a polynomial map of 
degree < n for ally in G. Polynomial 2-cochains of degree < n in the second 
variable are defined similarly. 
If f : G x G --+ T is a 2-cocycle, then 
f((x - e)(y - e), 2 - e) = f((x - e), y - e)(z - e)) for all x, y, 
z E G where we have assumed f extended to Z(G) x Z(G) by linearity. 
Therefore, f is of degree < n in the first variable if and only if it is of 
degree < n in the second variable. 
We say that a 2-cocycle f : G x G + T is a polynomial 2-cocycle of 
degree < n if it is of degree < n in either of the two variables. 
5.3. An element E E HZ(G, T) is said to be of degree < n if there exists 
a 2-cocycle f : G x G + T which satisfies the following: 
(i) f is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < n; 
(ii) the image off under the natural homomorphism 
Z2(G, T) -+ H2(G, T) is 8. 
5.4. Finally, we say that H2(G, T) is of degree < n if all of its elements 
are of degree < n. 
5.5. THEOREM. If 
(i) B is a group, A a subgroup of B, A contained in the center of B, 
(ii) T is any Abelian group, 
(iii) H2(B/A, T) is of degree \( n, 
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then every homomorphism f : A -+ T can be extended to a polynomial map 
u : B + T of degree < n + 1. Furthermore, if {w(c)> c E B/A, is a set of 
representatives in B of the elements of B/A, w(e) = e, then u can be chosen to 
satisfy 
44cM = 444 + fb4 c E B/A, aEA. 
Proof. Let C = B/A. Let (w(c)} be a set of representatives in B of the 
elements c E C, w(e) = e. Then every element of B can be written uniquely 
as w(c)a, a E A, c E C. If ci , ca are two elements of C, then w(ci) w(ca) = 
w(cica) W(c, , CJ for some element W(c, , ca) E A. 
Clearly W(c, , c2) = e if either c, = e or ca = e. 5.6. 
The associative law in B implies 
W(c, , c.J W(c,c, , ca) = W(c, , c2cs) W(c, , cs) for all c, , c2 , ca E C. 5.7. 
Let f : A ---f T be a homomorphism. (5.6) and (5.7) imply that f( W(c, , c2)) = 0 
if either cr , c2 is the identity element and 
f(WG , 4) +f(JWl% 9 4) =f(W, 9 c24) +fw(c2 9 4). 
Thus f(W(c, , cz)) : C x C + T is a 2-cocycle. Let (5 be the element of 
H2(C, T) defined by f(W(c, , 2 ’ c )). Smce c is of degree < n, there exists 
a 2-cocycle k : C x C --f T such k represents t and k is a polynonomial 
2-cocycle of degree < n. Since f(W(c r , cz)) and k(c, , c2) represent he same 
element of EP(C, T) we can find a map g : C -+ T such that g(e) = 0 and 
+f~~(~a,c~l - g(c2) + g(clc2) - g(4 = 4~ , c2> for all cl , c2 E C. Consider 
: B --f T given by U(X) = f(a) + g(c), where x = w(c)a, c E C, 
a E A. Let x1 , x2 be two elements of B such that xi = w(cl)al , x2 = w(c)a2 , 
ci , c2 E C; a, , a2 E A. Then 
Hence 
%x2) = 4w(4 w(c2) ala2) = @4c1c2) Wl , c2> ala21 
= f ( WG , cd) + f (ad + f(a2) + &c2). 
u(xl - 4(x2 - e) = f(W(c, , c2)) + AC1 - 4(c2 - e) = &I , c2). (*) 
If xi = w(c,)a( , ci E C, ai E A, i = 1, 2 ,..., n + 2 are n + 2 elements of B, 
then (*) implies 
45 - 4(x2 - 4 - (xn+2 - e) = h((c, - e)(c2 - e) *** (c~+~ - e), c~+~) = 0 
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[because R is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < n]. Hence u : B -+ T is 
a polynomial map of degree < n + 1 which clearly satisfies the desired 
conditions. 
5.8. COROLLARY. If G is a group of class n + 1 and H”(G/G, , T) is of 
degree < n, then every homomorphism f : G,, -+ T can be extended to a polynomial 
u : G-+ T of degree < n + 1. 
5.9. Remark. The results of Sections 4 and 5 may be summarized in the 
following diagram: 
For all finite p-groups G, H2(G, T) is of degree < class of G 
u L 
For all finite p-groups G, every Dimension conjecture 
homomorphism f : Gnpl ---f T can be o holds for all groups 
extended to a polynomial map u : G + T in which T is the additive 
of degree < n, n = class of G group of rationals mod 1. 
From dimension conjecture we now turn to the study of the statement 
(in 5.9) concerning H2(G, T). 
6. THE SECOND COHOMOLOGY GROUP--CONTINUED 
Let us consider the following question: If G is a finite p-group and T is 
the additive group of rationals mod 1, then is H2(G, T) of finite degree ? 
The answer is, yes. 
6.1. THEOREM. If G is a jinite p-group and T is the additive group of 
rationals mod 1, then H2(G, T) is of jinite degree. 
We need the following: 
6.2. LEMMA. If G is finite p-group, then there exists an integer t such that 
AL CPA,. 
This is a result due to Jennings [.5]. We give here an alternative proof 
which proceeds by induction on the class of G. 
Let G be a finite p-group. Let x0 = e, x1 ,..., +_I be the elements of G. 
Then xp’ = e for all x E G .implies (x - e)p’ E pA, for all x E G. Since G is 
Abelian, AGn, for all n > 1, is generated by the elements 
x% . . . .9J-$ = (xl - e)sl(x2 - e)Q *** (xprpl - e)@-1, sI + s2 + -** + spy-l = n, 
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If 71 is sufficiently large, at least one of the si must be >pr. Hence 
X sl....gT-l EPA~, showing that As CPA,. Suppose that we have proved 
the result for all finite p-groups of class < n. Let G be a p-group of class n, 
n 3 2. Let (A,-&} denote the ideal generated by Acne1 in the ring Z(G). Then 
A G/Gnel = AG/{AGn-l) bee [II). (6.3) 
Since G/Gnml is a finite p-group of class n - 1, there exists an integer m 
such that 
A?IG,,-~ C PAGIG,-~ . (6.4) 
Hence (6.3) implies 
4 C PAG + VG,-,I- (6.5) 
As G,-, is a finite Abelian p-group, there exists an integer s such that 
A&,-l C PAG+,-~ - (6.6) 
Now (AG,l}8 = {AiN,_,}, the ideal generated by AGpml in Z(G), because 
G,+r is contained in the center of G. Therefore, (6.6) implies 
{AG+J C { PAGJ C PAG - (6.7) 
(6.5) and (6.7) imply A:” C pAG . This completes the induction. 
6.8. Proof of (6.1). Let G be a group of orderpm. Thenp”iY2(G, T) = 0 
[IO]. By Lemma 6.2 we can find an integer t such that 
Ai C pmAG . (6.9) 
Let 4 E H2(G, T), f : G x G -+ T a 2-cocycle representing 1. p?$ = 0 
implies that there exists a map g : G -+ T such that g(e) = 0 and pmf (x, y) = 
i?(Y) -&Y) + g(x) f or all x, y in G. We define a function k : G -+ T by 
mapping x E G into an element k(x) E T which satisfies p”k(x) = g(x). In 
particular, we take k(e) = 0. Consider the 2-cocycle r? : G x G -+ T given 
by 8(x, y) = f(x, y) - k(y) + k(xy) - k(x). Then G represents [. Let 
a = (x1 - e)(~a - e) a-. (xt - e) E AGt. (6.9) implies we can write a = pmb, 
b E AG . We now extend {by linearity to Z(G) x Z(G) -+ T. Then {((a, y) = 
Qp”b, y) = p”l(b, y) for all y E G. But 
Pm& Y> = p”f(x, Y> - PWY) + p”k(xy) - p”k(x) 
= Prnfb r> - g(y) + g(v) - g(x) = 0 for all X, y E G. 
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Hencepm@, y) = 0 an so~!(u,y)=Oforally~G.Hence~:G~G-+T d 
is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < t - 1. As f was chosen arbitrarily, 
this proves that H2(G, T) is of degree < t - 1. 
Let us extend the problem to include all nilpotent groups so that it 
becomes: If G is a nilpotent group and T is the additive group of rationals 
mod 1, then is H2(G, T) of degree < class of G ? For free nilpotent groups 
the answer is, yes. In fact, in this case the problem can be seen to be equivalent 
to the dimension conjecture for free groups. 
6.10. THEOREM. If F is a free group and T is the additive group of rationals 
mod 1, then H2(F/Fn , T) is of degree < n for all n > 1. 
Proof. Let G = F/F, , M = FIF,+l . Then we have an exact sequence 
0 --f M, --f M ---t G --f 0. Let (w(x))~.~ be a set of representatives in M of 
the elements of G, w(e) = e. Then w(xJ w(x2) = w(x1x2) W(x, , x2), 
x1 , x2) E MS . Further, W(x, , x2) : G x G --f M,, is a 2-cocycle. Let 
EH~(G, T). s mce H2(F, T) = 0 [IO], we can easily deduce that [ is 
represented by a 2-cocycle of the type f(W(x, , x2), where f : M, + T is 
a homomorphism [2]. Since dimension conjecture holds for free groups 
(2(v)), we have, in particular, D,+1(F) = F,,,, . Hence &+r(M) = (e) [7]. 
Hence, by (4.2) the homomorphism f : n/r + T can be extended to a poly- 
nomial map v : M + T of degree < n + 1. CJJ must satisfy 
dW(X)Y) = f(Y ) + P@4X>7 XEG,~EM, [becausey -eEAz’]. (6.11) 
Let zi=w(xi)yi,xi~G,yi~M,, i=l,2,...,n+2 be n+2 elements 
of M. Then ~((xi - e)(z2 - e) *** (z~+~) = 0. By (6.11) this gives 
fWk - 4(x2 - 4~**(xn+l - e), (xn+2 - e)) + 4x1 - 4(x2 - +**(x,+~ - 4 = 0, 
(6.12) 
where 
(i) U(X) = p(w(x)), x E G and we have extended u to Z(G) by linearity; 
(ii) the cocycle f( W(x, , x2)) has been extended by linearity. 
Now consider the 2-cocycle g : G x G + T given by g(xr , x2) = 
fvvl 9 x2)) + 4x1 - e>( xs - e). g represents 6 and, by (6.12), is a polynomial 
2-cocycle of degree < n. This proves (6.10). 
7. THE SECOND DIMENSION SUBGROUP 
In this section we shall prove the following theorem: 
7.1. THEOREM. 1f G is an arbitrary group, then D,(G) = G, . 
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This is a consequence of 
7.2. THEOREM. If G is a finitely-generated Abelian group and T is the 
additive group of rationals mod 1, then H2(G, T) is of degree < 1. 
Suppose we have proved (7.2). To prove (7.1) it is enough to consider the 
finitep-groups of class 2. Let G be such a group, f : Gr -+ T a homomorphism. 
Since G/G, is a finite Abelian group, (7.2) and (5.8) imply that f can be 
extended to a polynomial map u : G + T of degree < 2. Hence it follows 
from (4.2) that D, = (e). 
In order to prove (7.2) we first give two Lemmas. 
7.3. LEMMA. If A, B and M are Abelian groups, G = A @ B, then every 
2-cocycle f : G x G ---f M is cohomologous to a 2-cocycle k which satisfies 
k(b, a) = 0, aeA, bEB. 
Proof. Let f : G x G --f M be a 2-cocycle. Consider the map h : G + M 
given by h(ab) = f(b, a), a E A, b E B. Then h(e) = 0. We define a 2-cocycle 
k : G x G - M by k(a,b, , a,b,) = f(& , a2b2) + h(a2b2) - h(qa2blb2) + 
hhb,), a, , a, E A; b, , b, E B. k is cohomologous to f and k(b, a) = 0. 
7.4. LEMMA. If A, B, G and M are as in (7.3), then every 2-cocucle 
f : G x G --+ T with the property f(b, a) = 0, a E A, b E B satisfies 
(i) f(&, a2b2) =fh, a21 +f(a,, b2) +f(b b2), ~1, a2 E A : b,, b2 E B 
(3 fbv2 9 4 =f(al,b) +f(a2,b),a1,a2sA;bEB 
(iii) f(a, b,b2) = f (a, b,) + f (a, b2), a E A ; b1 , b2 E B 
Proof. Let a, , a2 E A : b, , b, E B and assume f extended by linearity to 
Z(G) x Z(G). Then 
f(4 , a2b2) = f((a, - e)(b, - e) + (a, - e) + (b, - e), (a, - e)(bz - e) 
+ (a2 - 4 + (4 - 4) 
= f ((al - e)(b, - e), (a2 - e)(b2 - e))+f ((al - e)(bl - e), a,) 
+ f((a, - e)(bl - e), b2) + f(a, 9 (a2 - e)(b2 - e)) 
+f(a, Y a,) +f(a, , b2) +f(b, j (a2 - e)(b2 - e)) 
+ f(bl, aJ+f(bl, b2) 
= f((b, - e)(b2 - e), (a, - e)(a2 - e)) 
+ f (b, , (a1 - e)(a2 - e)) + f ((b, - e)(bz - e), a,) 
+f(b2 S (a, - e)(a2 - e)) +f(a19 as) +f(q , b2) 
+ f((b, - e)(bz - 4,4 + f(4 ,a,) + f (4 p 4) 
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[We obtain this by constantly using the fact that f is a 2-cocycle and so 
satisfies f((~ - e)(y - e), z) = f(x, (y - e)(z - e) for all X, y, z E G.] 
= f(a, , u2> +f(q , 6,) +f(b , 6,) [because f(b, a) = 0, a E A ZJ E B]. 
This proves (i). Next let a, , a2 E A; b E B. Thenf(a,a, , b) -f(u, ,6) -f(uz , b) 
= f((ul - e)(u2 - e), b) =f(b, (a, - e)(ue - e)) = 0. This proves (ii). The 
proof of (iii) is similar. 
7.5. Proof of (7.1)1. A finitely-generated Abelian group can always be 
expressed as a direct sum of cyclic groups. We shall proceed by induction 
on the number of these cyclic components. First, let G be a cyclic group. 
Then H2(G, T) = 0 [IO] and so there is nothing to prove. Suppose we have 
proved (7.2) for all finitely-generated Abelian groups which are direct sums 
of less than n cyclic groups (n > 2). Let G be a finitely-generated Abelian 
group which is a direct sum of n cyclic groups. 
Let 6 E H2(G, 7’). By Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 we can choose a 2-cocycle 
f : G x G --f T representing t and satisfying 
fW, ,44 = f(ul, 4 + f(a, > 6,) +f(4 , 4) ~1, ~2 E A; 6, , b2 E B (7.6) 
and 
f(u, - e)(u2 - e), 6) = 0, a, , u2 E A; b E B. (7.7) 
The restriction fA (respectively fB) off to A x A (respectively B x B) 
is a 2-cocycle on A (respectively B). Therefore, by induction hypothesis, 
there exist maps k, : A ---f T and k, : B-+ T, k,(e) = 0, i = I,2 such that 
the 2-cocycles u : A x A -+ T and v : B x B --t T given by 
@al , a2) = f (aI ,4 - &a, - 4(a2 - 4, al , a2 E A 
v(h , b2) = f(h , b2) - 44 - e)(b, - 4, 4 , b2 E B 
are polynomial 2-cocycles of degree < 1 on A and B respectively. We define 
a 2-cocycle h : G x G -+ T by 
%+I , a2bJ = f WI , a2b2) - k(a, - 4(a2 - 4 
-kR,(bl--e)(b,-e)u,,u,~A;b,,b,~B. 
W& - 4(a2b2 - 4 4) 
= f@A - 4(a2b2 - e),44 - h(al - 4(a2 - e>b - 4 
- ~2b31 - 4(b2 - e>(h - 4 
= f@l - 4(a2 - 4 4 + f((h - W2 - 4 6,) 
- h(% - 4(a2 - e)(% - 4 - k2(h - 4(b2 - e>(k3 - 4 
1 Professor H&man’s letter which we mentioned in the introduction also contained 
a proof, by a method different from ours, of (7.1). 
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[by using (7.6) and (7.711 
= 4(al - e)(a, - 44 + v((b, - 4(b2 - 4, bd 
z 0 
(because u and v are polynomial 2-cocycles of degree < 1 on A and B respec- 
tively). Thus h is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < 1 on G. By its definition 
h represents 5. Hence (7.2) is proved. 
8. POLYNOMIAL 2-COCYCLES ON NILPOTENT GROUPS 
This section aims at providing a background to the constructions given 
in the next section where we shall deal with polynomial 2-cocycles on groups 
of class 2. We wish to make some general observations on polynomial ~-CO- 
cycles on nilpotent groups. 
8.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be an Abelian group, G a nilpotent group of class 
c > 2, {w(h)} a set of representatives in G of the elements h E G/G,-, . If 
y : G x G -+ T is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < c, then y satisfies 
(i) ykl , g2) = AwW, W2)) + r(w&), 4 + Y(ZI , w(h)), 
where g, = w(h,)z, , g, = w(h&, 14 , h, E G/G,-, ; ~1, zz E G,-, ; 
(ii) r(w(hlh2), 4 = r(w(hJ, 2) + r(44 ~1 hl,h2 E G/G,-, , z E G,-l; 
(iii) y(w(h), z1z2) = r(W), 4 + y(W), z2) h E G/G,-, , zl, z2 E G,-, . 
Proof. Let z E G,-, , g, , g, E G. Then y((x - e)(g, - e), g2) = 0, because 
z--eEAG and y is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < c. Hence 
y(z, (g, - e)(g, - e)) = 0. This means that the map ya : G -+ T given by 
y,(g) = Y(Z, gh g E G, is a homomorphism. Consequently, y(z, g) = 0 for 
g E G, [because T is an Abelian group]. In particular, y(.z, z’) = 0 for 
z’ E G,-, . Hence 
Y(Z, , ~2) = 0, 21, ~2 E G,-, . (8.2) 
Now 
r(w(h1) 21 3 gz) = A(=@,) - e)h - 4 gz) + r(wW + ~13 cat>, 
h, E GIG,, , ~1 E Go-, , g, E G 
= y(w(hJ + ~1, g,); 
the first term vanishes because ai - e E A: . Suppose that g, = w(h2)z2 , 
h, E G/G,, , z2 E G,, . Then 
r(wVd ZI , gz) = h@,) + ~1) WV4 ~2) 
= &4hJ + ~1, Wd - elk2 - 4 + w(h) + z2) 
= r(w(h,) + ~1, w(h) + ~2) 
= r(wW, w(W + r(wV4, ~2) + @I 3 w&4). 
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This proves (i). Next, let h, , h, E G/G,-i , z E G,-, . Then 
h@lhZ)> -4 = ?whl) w@2) UT 47 u E G,-, 
= rMh1) w(hz), 4 + Y@f 4 
= l4Wo(hl) W(hZ), 4 
= ~((w(hJ - 4(w(h2) - 4,4 + 14wW~ 4 + h@2), 4. 
The first term on the r.h.s. = r(w(h,), (w(&) - e)(z, - e))[since y is a 2-cocycle] 
= 0 [since y is a 2-cocycle of degree < c]. 
Hence y(w(h,h,), z) = y(w(Q z> + y(w(h.,J, x). Finally, let h E G/G,-, , zl , 
z2 E G,-, . Then r(w(h), (zr - e)(za - e)) = 0 [because (zr - e)(+ - e) E 
A: C Az;+“].Hence ~(a@), z1z2) = y(w(h), zl) + r(w(h), z2). 
Let G be an Abelian group, T a divisible Abelian group and f : G x G -+ T 
a 2-cocycle. Suppose that f satisfies f(x, y) = f(y, X) for all X, y E G. This 
restriction on f implies that the central extension M of T by G determined by f 
is an Abelian group. Thus we have an exact sequence 0 + T -+ M---f G + 0 
of Abelian groups. On account of T being divisible, this sequence must split. 
In other words, f must be a coboundary. 
8.3. PROPOSITION. Let G, (w(h)} be us in (8.1), T a divisible Abe&n group. 
Let 6 E H2(G, T). Then it is possible to choose a 2-cocycle f : G x G ---f T such 
that 
(i) f represents 5; 
(ii) f(zl , x2) = 0, x1 ,x2 E G,..., ; 
(iii) f(z, w(h)) = 0, z E G,-, , h E G/G,-, . 
Further, a 2-cocycle f : G x G + T satisfying (ii) and (iii) also satis$es 
(iv> f@&bl~ W2b2) =f@+U w(h)) i-f@&), 4,h p h2 E G/G,-G 
21, ~2 E G,, 
(v) The map k : G/G,-, x G,-, -+ T given by 
4% 4 = f@(h), 4, h E G/G,-, , z E G,-, 
is bilinear. 
Proof. Let 01 : G x G --f T be any 2-cocycle representing 8. The 
restriction of 01 to G,-, x G,+, is a 2-cocycle on G,-, . We assert that this 
restriction is symmetric; i.e., OL(X, y) = “(y, x) for all X, y E G,-, . If x E G,-, , 
then x - e E A’& C Ai and a((gi - e)(g2 - e), y) = or(y, (gi - e)(g2 - e)) 
fory E G,-, , g, ,g, E G (sincey belongs to the center of G and 01 is a 2-cocycle). 
From these facts it follows (since T is a divisible Abelian group) that we can 
find a map x : G,-, --f T such that x(e) = 0, a(.zr , zJ = x(z2) - x(z1z2) + x(x1), 
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z1 , x2 E G,-, . We define a map 4 : G -+ T by #(g) = 01(z, w(h)) - X(Z), 
where g = w(h)z, h E G/G,-, , z E G,.-, . Consider the 2-cocycle f : G x G -+ T 
given byf(g, , gz) = “(g, , gJ - #(gl - e)(g, - e). Clearlyf represents t and 
f@l > 22) = 0, ~1, z&c-, P-4) 
f(--, w(h)) = 0, z E G,-, , h E G/G,-, . (8.5) 
We assert that 
f@@,) - e)(w(hJ - 44 = 0, h, , h, E G/G,-, , z E G,-, . @*6) 
f((wh) - 4(w(h2) - 4 4 = fb (44 - 4@V4 - 4) 
=.fb ~0%) 4hd [by (8.511 
= f(~, 4V44 where u E G,-, 
=.fk, (4hlh2) - e)(u - 4 + w(hlh2) + 4 
=.f((z - e)(u - e), w(hlh2)) [because (i) f is 
a 2-cocycle and u is in the center of G; (ii) f(z, u) = 0, f(x, w(h,h,)) = 0 
by (8.4) and (8.5)] 
= 0 (by (8.5)). 
(8.5) immediately implies that 
fW% h - 4(z2 - 4 = 0 h E G/G,-, ; 21, ~2 E G,-, . (8.7) 
For, f(w(h), (zI - e)(z, - e)) =f((zI - e)(x, - e), w(h)). We now verify 
thatf satisfies (iv). Let h, , h, E G/G,-, , z1 , x2 E G,-, . Then 
= f((w(hd - 4(x1 - 4 + w(h) + ~1, (44 - 4(z2 - 4 + w&J + 4 
= f(Wd - 4(x1 - 4 (w@J - 4@2 - 4) +f((w(hd - 4h - 4 w&J) 
+ f((w(hJ - 4Pl - 4, e2) + f(w(U (w&J - e>(z2 - 4) + fW4 w(h2N 
+f(wVd 4 +fh , (w(h2) - elk2 - 4) Sfb , w(hd +fh I ~~1. 
(84 
Let us denote the terms on the r.h.s. by II ,I, ,..., I9 respectively. Then 
4 =f(Mhd - 4(W2) - 4 @I - eD2 - 4) 
= 0 (by (8.6)). 
I2 = f((wVd - 4(w(h2) - 4 4 = 0 
= 0 (by (8.6)). 
4 = f(4Q (~1 - elk2 - 4) 
= 0 (by (8.7)). 
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4 =f((4h) - 4(w(h2) - 4 x2) 
= 0 (by (8.6)). 
4 = fG3 - elk2 - 4 4h2)) 
= 0 (by (8.5)). 
I, = 0 (by (8.5)). 
I2 = 0 (by (8.4)). 
Hence the r.h.s. of (8.8) isf(w(h,), w(h,)) +f(w(h,), xs). This proves that f 
satisfies (iv). To show that f satisfies (v) it only remains to prove that 
f(w(~&,), 4 -f(w@,), 4 -f@@,), 4 = 0, 4 , h, E G/G,-, , z E Gc-, . 
f (wv44,~) = f (wv%) w(h)% 4, u E G,-, 
= f ((w(h) - e)(w(h) - e)(u - e), 4 +f ((w(4) - e)(w&) - e), 4 
+ f((w(h) - e)@ - e), 4 + f((w(h) - e)b - e) 
+f(w(U 4 ff(w(h), 4 -tf(% 4. 
(8.4), (8.6) and (8.7) h s ow that the r.h.s. = f(w(h,), a) +f(w(h,), a). This 
completes the proof of (8.3). 
In the situation of (8.3) suppose that the element 5 is of degree < c. This 
means that we can find a polynomial 2-cocycle y of degree < c which 
represents 5. Now y and f can differ only by a coboundary. Therefore, it 
should be possible to find a map e : G --t T, k’(e) = 0, such that 
r(gl s g2) = f (gl , gJ - 4gl - e)(g2 - e). (8.9) 
We want to have information about the maps 8 which satisfy (8.9). 
8.10. PROPOSITION. Any map 6’ which satisfies (8.9) must have the following 
properties: 
(i) Z? restricted to G,-, must be a homomorphism; 
(ii) the map q : G/G,, x G,-, -+ T defined by q(h, z) = /(w(h) - e)(.z - e), 
h E G/G,-, , x E G,, must be bilinear. 
Proof. As y is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < c, it must satisfy the 
conditions (8.1) (i)-(iii). Therefore, 
f@(h) ~1, +4 4 - 4w(h,) xl - e&4h2) x2 - 4 
=f(w@,), 4h2)) +f(w(M, ~2) +fb 9 W2)) 
- /(w(h,) - e)(w(h,) - e) - /(w(h,) - e)(z2 - e) 
- &sl - e)(w(h,) - 44 , h2 E G/G,-l , x1 , x2 E G,-, . 
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Using (8.3) (iv) we have 
4w&h - 4(w(h2)~2 - 4 = &@I) - 4(w(h2) - 4 + 4wVh) - 4(z2 - 4 
+ 43 - e)(w(h,) - 4. (8.11) 
Taking 4 = h, = e in (8.11) we have 
/(z, - e)(z, - e) = 0 which proves (i). 
Taking ha = e in (8.11) we have 
t(w(h,) z, - e)(z2 - e) = l(w(h,) - e)(z, - e). 
Or &w(hJ - e>(q - e)+(+ - e)+(w(h,) - e)>(z2 - e) = Qw(h,) - e)(z, - 4. 
Hence t(w(h,) - e)(z, - e)(x, - e) = 0; i.e., 
dhl ? w2) = !?(hl Y 4 + Q@l 7 x2)- 
Taking z, = e in (8.11), we have 
(8.12) 
&4&J - 4(4h2) x2 - 4 = Q44) - 4(w(h2) - 4 + &4hd - elk2 - 4. 
This gives &w(h,) - e)(w(h2) - e)(z2 - e) = 0. Now 
M(hA - 4(w(h2) - elk2 - 4 
= &4@2) u - w(h) - w(h2) + 4(x2 - e), where u E G,-, 
= l(w(h,h,) u - e)(z, - e) - l(w(h,) - e)(z, - e) - t(w(h,) - e)(z, - e) 
= 4MM2) - e)(u - 4 + MM,) - 4 + (u - 41(x2 - 4 
- /(w(h,) - e)(z, - e) - l(w(h,) - e)(z2 - e) 
= /(w(h,h,) - e)(x, - e) - t(w(h,) - e)(z, - e) 
- t(w(h,) - e&z2 - e) [by (i) and (8.12)]. 
Hence 
!7(M2 9 z2) = !#I 9 x2) + !7@2 > z2). 
(8.12) and (8.13) prove (ii). 
(8.13) 
8.14. Let M be a central extension of an Abelian group T by a group G. 
Let (w(g)> be a set of representatives in M of the element of G, w(e) = e, 
w(a) wkz) = W(g, 9 gz) w(g,g,h > gz E G; Wg, , cd E T. W : G x G - T 
is a 2-cocycle. We shall refer to this 2-cocycle as the 2-cocycle corresponding to 
the choice {w(g)} $ the set of representatives. We note that to say: “Ha(G, T) 
is of degree < n,” is equivaIent to saying, “For every central extension M 
of T by G, a choice of representatives {w(g)} exists such that the corresponding 
2-cocycle W : G x G + T is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < n.” 
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9. P-GROUPS OF CLASS 2 
Notation. T = the additive group of rationals mod 1. 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following: 
9.1. THEOREM. If G is a Jinite p-group of class 2, p f 2, then H2(G, T) 
is of degree < 2. 
Assume that we have proved (9.1). Let II be a finite p-group of class 3, 
p f 2. (5.8) and (9.1) imply that every homomorphism f : I72 --f T can be 
extended to a polynomial map u : II ---f T of degree < 3. (7.1) and (4.2) then 
imply that D,(n) = (e). Now let M be any group none of whose subquotients 
(3.11) is a finite 2-group of class 3. Then (3.1A) shows that D,(M) = Ma. 
Thus we have proved 
9.2. THEOREM. If G is a group such that none of its subquotients is a 2-group 
of class 3, then D3( G) = G3 . 
Let G be a finite p-group of class 2. Then H = G/G, is a finite Abelian 
p-group. Therefore, it can be expressed as a direct sum of cyclic groups, say 
H = C(X,) @ C(h,) 0 **a @ C(A,), w h ere C(&) is a cyclic group of order pai, 
with generator Xi, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. We choose representatives {w(h)} in G 
of the elements h E H in the following manner: 
Choose w(hJ, i = 1, 2 ,..., n without any restriction. Take 
z&y = W&)7, 0 < Y < pai, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. (9.3) 
Finally take 
UJ(h:‘h’, *** A>) = w(h;)w(h;g *‘a w(h:‘). (9.4) 
If w(h,) w(h,) = w(h,h,) W(h, , A,), h, , h, E H, W(h,, h,) E Gl , then 
W : H x H + Gr is a 2-cocycle and it has the following properties: 
Pl) W(h;z . ..x~.“‘:...“;i) =e, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
(W2) 
W(h:' . . . ";' , ";i$ . . . jqa) 
is a bilinear function on 
C(X,) @ *** 0 C(hJ x C(Ai+,) @ *-* @ C(X,) 
with values in T, for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
P2) W(h:‘h; . . . A’” hqse 98'12 * .. AZ) = I-I W($' , A?). 
l<i$j<PZ 
( W,) is an immediate consequence of the definition (9.4) while ( W,) and ( Ws) 
follow from (7.4). 
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9.5. Let M be a (fixed) central extension of T by a finite p-group G of 
class 2. We assume that a choice of representatives {w(h)} in G of the elements 
h E H = G/G, = C(h,) @ *a* @ C(h,) has been made, as explained in the 
preceding paragraph. We shall write the groups T and M additively and the 
group G multiplicatively. 
9.6. LEMMA. A choice of representatives {u(g)} in M of the elements g E G 
can be made such that the corresponding 2-cocycle f : G x G --f T satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(fi) f h > 4 = 0, 21, zz E G, 
(fi) f (z, w(h)) = 0, z E G , h E H 
(fJ f (w(h,‘), w(hiS)) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., n; r, s arbitrary integers 
(f4) f w;;:’ *** A>), w(AS” *a* A:)) = 0 for i = 1,2 ,..., n - 1, rr ,..., 
r, arbitrary integers. 
Proof. By (8.3) we can choose representatives U(Z), z E Gr such that 
(fJ holds. Let mi be an arbitrary representative of w(&), where i is any one 
of the integers 1,2,..., n. Then --u(~(h$~“) + pdimi is an element of T. 
Therefore, we can find an element ti E T such that 
Take 
-u(w(X~)P~~) + prni = pWi . (*) 
(9 u(w(h,)) = rn( - ti , i = 1, 2 ,..., n 
(ii) U(W(hi7)) = ru(w(h,), 0 < Y < pai 
(iii) u(w(h:’ ..* A;)) = u(w(h7n”)) + u(w(h~:.)) + *** + u(w(hF)) 
(4 @w(h)) = u(z) + u(w(h)), z E Gl , h E H. 
(iv) assures ( fi) and (iii) assures ( f4). Now, let 0 < r, s < pai. Then 
u(w(h;)) + u(w(AI)) = u(w(h;) w(Q) + f(w(hl), w(Q). (i) and (ii) give 
r(mi - ti) + s(m, - ti) = u(w(h~+s)W(~I, hi)) + f (w(Q, w(hi)). 
Or 
(r + s)(mi - ii) = qqx 8 X)) + u(w(x+s)) + f (w(X), w(X)) 
u(w(Mpai) + (r + s - Pai)(mi - ts) +f (w(X), w(X)), 
if r+s>pQ 
(r + s)(mi - ti) + f (w(hl), w(hi)), if 0 < 7 + s <poi. 
Thusf(w(h:), w(‘\:)) = 0 [use (*) an o d b serve that ti is in the center of M.] 
Hence f(w(hi), w(Q) = 0 for arbitrary integers r, s. 
Assume that a choice of representatives {u(g)} has been made such that 
the corresponding 2-cocyclef : G x G + T satisfies the conditions (fJ-(fJ. 
We extend f by linearity to Z(G) x Z(G). The conditions ( fi) and ( fi) 
imply [see proof of (8.3)] 
f(w(gl>~l, ~@&a) =fMM, w(W +fMM, 4, 4 a h E H; ~1, zz E G 
(9*7) 
the function k : H x Gl -+ T given by k(h, z) = f(w(h), s), h E H, z E Gl 
is bilinear. 9.8. 
We want o calculate F(gl , gz , g3 ,g4) = f((g, - 4(g2 - 4(g3 - 4, g4), 
g, , ga , g, , g, E G. If gi = w(hi) Zi , hi E H, pi E Gr , then (9.7) and (9.8) 
show thatf((g, - e)(g, - e), g3) =f((h, - e)(h, - e), h3), wheref : Z(H) x 
Z(H)+ T is the mapf: H x H - T, given by.& ,h) =f(w(h), w(h), 
extended by linearity. Hence, F(g,, g,, g,, g4) =f((h, - e)(ha - e)(h, - e), h4), 
where gi = w(hJzi , hi E H, zi E Gl , i = 1,2, 3,4. As f is a 2-cocycle, we 
have 
f((wW - 4MQ - 4 w(h3N = f(w&), (4~2) - 4(w(h3) - e>), 
4 , h, , h3 E H. 
Using (9.7) we have 
f((h - e)& - 4 h3) =-!@I , (ha - eP3 - 4) 
+ wl % Wh 9 h3)h h, , h, , h, E H. (9.9) 
9.10. Notation. If h E H, we shall write E for the element h - e E-Z(H). 
Henceforth we shall write G1 additively. We extend W : H x H -+ Gl to 
Z(H) x Z(H) by linearity. 
Let A = C(h,), B = C(&) @ C(h,) @ *** @ C(h,). Then 
by ( fa), f(h 4 = 0, b E B, d E A; 
by (WI), W(b, a) = 0, b E B, a E A. 
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9.12. LEMMA. If g, = w(hi)zi , hi E H, zi E Gl , i = 1, 2, 3,4 and 
hi = hp$i’,si a.- A?, i = 1,2, 3, 4 then 
-- 
-- 
+ k(+, W(X;iaXWrz, A. 3 I p ))}. 
Proof. The first equality has already been established. It is easy to see 
that the second equality would follow if we can prove 
.f(iilfi& > ha) = k(4 , w(+& ,4> + k(b, , Q+&& ,4) 
+ k(b, 9 WV+% ,4) + k(b, , WV?% ,~a)) 
+.fW2& > b*), where hi = a& , aj E A = C(h,) 
bi E B = C(X,) @ *** @ C(h,), i = 1,2,3,4. (9.13) 
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Let A’ = C(X,), B’ = C(/\,) @ 0.. @ C(h,). Suppose that bi = a;b; , ai E A’, 
bi G B’, i = 1,2, 3,4. Then we can replace in (9.13) lzi , ai , bi , by 6, , u: , bl 
respectively. We can proceed this way for n - 1 steps. The final expression 
then follows from the bilinearity of k. Applying Lemma 9.11, we have 
f(hh& ,h) = J1 + Jz + J3 +.f(&~2~s , b4), where 
Jl = wJ,b~, 3 WW,% 9 4) - w& , WV, > 4) - k(& 7 W(w, , 4) 
- WGJ, v VW, , 4) + & , @PI , 4) 
+ w% 9 w% 9 4) + w, , w% > 4) 
= k(b, , Jqv%?4 ,a + k(b, , W%&a; , up)) + k(b, , W(u&q? ,4). 
To expand this term we note that for a, , u2 E A, b E B 
f&4 ,@ = .&, ,%J) + Ma, , Wa, , 6)) (9.9) 
4(&l > 4 - 4% , Wh 4) + 4% , W% , 0 
= f(h 44 + W Va, ,a,) + k(a, , W(a, ,6)) 
= 44 Wu, > 4 + k(a, , Was , 0 
Hence f(Zr@s , b4) = k(b, , w(Z#a , us)). Substituting these values of 
J1 , J2 , J3 and J4 , we have 
f&&h > 4) = W, , w( vWs> 4 + W,, We+%4,4) + W,, W(q%% > 4 
+ WI , ~(4&% ,@A) + WI , W(44 ,u3)) + f@& , 6,). 
As W(&r&& , u4) = W(Er&& , us) [W is a 2-cocycle], 
k@, > Wa;Ws ,4) + W, , W%cf, ,4> = k(h, , WV@% ,4). 
This proves (9.13). 
9.14. Our calculations up to this point are valid for all finite p-groups of 
class 2. From here on we assume that G is not a f-group. 
Our aim is to show that f represents an element of degree < 2 in Hs(G, 2’). 
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To prove this we need to produce a map C: G -+ T, e(e) = 0, such that 
the 2-cocycle 
y(gl , g2) = f&l j g2> - 4.h - 4(g2 - 4, gl j g2 E G 
is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < 2. (8.10) gives us an idea as to what 
sort of maps can work. 
Let T* = {x/x E T, order of x is a power of p}. T* is a subgroup of T and 
in it division by 2 is uniquely defined. Since k : H x G1 -+ T is bilinear, 
Im k C T*. Therefore, we can define a map q : G --f T* by setting 
q(W+4 = +k(h, 4, hEH, ZEG,. (9.15) 
Trivially q(e) = 0. 
9.16. LEMMA. If g, , g, , g, and g, are elements of G, gi = w(hi) zi , 
,qEGl,hi z-h;liAp . . . A2 E H, i = 1,2,3,4, then 
4(& - e)(g2 - e)(g, - )(g4 - e) = i 
-- 
z, {k(hp, W(Xq~~p~p h;jp)) 
1$%.3<Tl 
Proof. (9.15) implies 
-- 
k(X;i4, W(X;j~iy$it, +))}. 
(9.17) 
& - e)(g2 - 4 = Wh , x2) + i%(h, 4 + #(h,h, , W(h, , A,)). 
Therefore, after simplification, we have 
q(gl - elk2 - 4(g3 - 4(g4 - 4 (9.18) 
= Nh,, Wrt,g2, hs)) + ( k W&ho WhAA 4)) - hk(%h,, WV,, h4)) 
- BWJ& > WA 9 U - MW& > JJ'(h,h, , 4)) 
+ W,h, 7 Wh, 7 k)) + W@, > V, , ha)) + P&h, , W(h, , ha)) 
= !&h, 9 W&h, U + BkP,, W,hh, 4)) + :k(h,, W(h&&,h,)) 
+ 4% 3 W&i;, , ha)). 
VJ and W2) imply 
-_ 
V+, 9 h) - W(h, , hs) - W(h, , h3) = 5 w(~;l+, A?+. 
f=l 
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Therefore, the r.h.s. of (9.18) 
= ; c {k(Apq w(ApifqK, $34)) 
lgLlg93 
-- -- 
+ k(tp, W(hrjqql, A?)) + k(X;II, W(hp;llp, A;rr)) 
-- 
+ k(hp4, W(A;14php, /p)). (*) 
We assert that k(hi , W(AI, hi)) = 0 for all integers r, s and all i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Whatever integers r and s may be, W(hI , Ai) is either 0 or w(Q~~‘. If it is 0, 
there is nothing to prove. Let W(hT, hi) = w(&)P~(. Then we have 
U(W(hi)) + u(w(hJfj-y = u(w(AJ W(A()PDi) + k(hi ) w(Ap) 
= u(w(hp) + u(w(h,)) + k(h, , W(Ai)“‘). (9.19) 
The element p”‘u(w(h,)) - u(w(&)P”‘) [of M] is in T, equal to t, say. Sub- 
stituting p%(w(X,)) - t for u(w(hi)P”‘) in (9.19), we have 
u(w(&) + p”j u(w(&)) - t = pui u(w(&)) - t + u(w(h,)) + k(& ) We”‘). 
As t is in the center of M, this implies Iz(/\~ , w(h#“‘) = 0. Consequently 
k(h; ) W(h; ) Xi)) = 0 f or all integers r, s, t. (9.17) now follows from (*). 
9.20. LEMMA. There exist elements uij E T*, 1 <j < i < n such that 
(i) k(X, , w(&))~~*) = paiulf ; 
(ii) k(hi , (w(~J)“~‘) = -p”juij . 
Proof. Let mi = ti(w(h,)) and mj = ~(w(h~)), i and jintegers, 1 Q j < i < n. 
Then u(w(hJp-‘““) = p”{rn, + t, t E T. Therefore, 
mj + p”“m, + t = u(w(Q w(hJ”“‘) + k(hj , w(h$“‘) 
= u(w(A~)~~‘) + mj + k(hj , w(hi)pOl‘) 
= paL(mi + t + mj + k(h, , w(Qp”‘). 
As t is in the center of M, we have 
k(& , w(&)p”) = mj + pagrn, - mj - p@irnr 
=(c+mJ+(c+mi)+“*+(c+mtLpp”~m~, ” 
poll terms 
where mjfmi=cfm,fmj, CEM, 
where c+mi=mi+c+d, dEM,&cea!reofM 
= p”ic + P-(P=f + ‘1 d 
2 
(because the 1.h.s. is in the center of M). (*) 
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Now -m, + c + mi = c + d and d is in the center of M. Therefore, 
-mi + pa’c + mi = p”‘c + paid. (*) shows that p”‘c belongs to the center 
of M. Hence p”‘d = 0. As p f 2, (*) implies 
Hence 
k(X, ) W(hi)q = p”‘c. 
mi + mi = u(w(hj) w(h)) + f(4 , h) 
= u(w(Aj 7 h)) + u(w(hihj)) +f(4 7 h) 
= u(w(hj ,A$)) + mi + mj +.f(hj , 4). 
(9.21) 
f(hj , Ai) = -U(W(hj , hi)) + mj + ?I$ - mj - ??li 
= -U( W(hj p hi)) + Co 
Hence p”y((xi , h,) = -p%( W(hj , hi)) + p”“c [for c E Ml and FV(,+ , hi) E Gr 
imply that c and u(?+‘(& , hi)) commute, since they both lie in MIT and 
M, = (0)]. But 
Hence 
p=‘f(h, A’) = par% = K(h, ) W(hi)P”f). (9.22) 
Similar calculations show that 
p”‘fcXj ) hi) = --Iz(hi ) W(hj)‘“‘). (9.23) 
Since k(X, , we”‘) belongs to T*, it is clear from (9.22) that the order of 
f(hj , Xi) is a power of p and, therefore, it also belongs to T*. Hence if we 
take uij = f(hi , h,), 1 < j < i < 71, the requirements of the lemma would 
be satisfied. 
We assume that we have chosen elements ui, , 1 < j < i < n, in T* such 
that (9.20) (i)-(ii) hold. We define a map v : H -+ T* by 
and extend it by linearity to Z(H). (9.20) (i)+i) guarantee that w is a well- 
defined map. 
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9.24. LEMMA. If g, , g, , g, , g, are elements of G, gi = w(hJ zi , hi E H 
zj~Gl,i= 1,2,3,4, then 
f((g, - e)(gz - e)(g3 - e), g4) = 4((gl - e)(g, - e)(g, - e)(g, - e)) 
+ v((h - e>(h2 - e)(h, - e)(h4 - e). 
Proof. We note that 
r+s-1 r-1 S-l 
W(h”, h”) = 1 W(h, ht) - C W(h, hi) - C W(h, ht) 
t=1 t=1 t=1 
for all integers r, s 3 0. This can easily be deduced from the condition 
which W, being a 2-cocycle, satisfies. From the definition of v and the above 
observation, it easily follows (after some simplification) that 
v(h - e)(h, - e)(h, - e)(h4 - e) = i 
-- 
,‘& {k(Xp, ~(hp;%p, ~74)) 
143<z<n 
+ K(hpa, W(As’“Apd;‘“, A?)) 
-- 
+ h(h;ta, W(Xppp, hp)) 
1 -- 
-- 2 l<j;j<, {h(h;n, W(A:(lXli,A:,z, hP4)) 
. . 
-- 
+ h(@, w(ApApp, A?)) 
-- 
+ k(X;js, W(hpqqda, $4)) 
The lemma now follows from (9.12) and (9.16). 
Consider the map 8 : G -+ T given by /(w(h)z) = p(w(h)z) + v(h), h E H, 
z E Gr . Lemma 9.24 shows that 
f((gl - e)(g2 - e)(g3 - e), g4) = Q(gl - e)(g2 - e)(g, - e)(g, - e)). 
Hence the 2-cocycle f : G x G -+ T represents an element of degree < 2 in 
H2(G, T). This proves (9.1). 
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lo. ~-GROUPS OF CLASS 2 
We maintain the notations of the preceding section. Let M be an arbitrary 
central extension of T by G, G a finite 2-group of class 2. The calculations 
of the preceding section up to Lemma 9.12 are valid for this case as well. 
We choose representatives {w(h)} in G and {u(g)} in M as in Section 9 so that 
the corresponding 2-cocycles W : H x H + Gr and f : G x G -+ T satisfy 
( WI)-( W,) and ( fi)-( f4) respectively. 
10.1. THEOREM. The 2-cocycle f : G x G -+ T represents an element of 
degree < 2 in H2(G, T) if either 
(a) n = 2; i.e., His a direct sum of two cyclicgroups 
Or 
(b) at most, one cyclic component C(X,) of H is of order > 4. 
Prooj Case (a). Let g, , g, , g, , g, be elements of G, 
gi = w(h& , hi E H, zi E Gl , i = 1, 2, 3,4; hi = XFihFi, i = 1,2, 3,4. 
By Lemma 9.12 
-- 
f ((a - e)(gz - e)(g, - e), g4) = 8+=, W(++Ap, +)) 
-- 
+ h(hp, W(/yqq, xp)) 
+ h&as, W(hpApAp, A?)) 
We define a map q : H x Gl + T by q(h, z) = A#, z) where h = X;Xi E H, 
ZEG,. Consider the map / : .G -+ T given by 
&4W = q(h, 4, heH, ZEG~ 
4rl - ekh - e)(h - e)(h - 4 
= dh, > W(h&& 9 ha)) + dh, , WV&i;, 3 ha)) 
+ dh, 9 W(@‘& 9 hd + dh, 9 JVh,& 9 hs)) 
[see the first step in the proof of (9.16)] 




and k(A; , W(Ag , Xi)) = 0 for all r, s, t [proof of (9.16)]. Hence 
4k5 - 4(g2 - elk3 - elk4 - 4 
-- -- 
= K&al) W(hpphp, hp)) + k(h& w(hphph;n, hp)) 
= fKg1 - elk2 - 4(g3 - 4, g4). 
Hence f : G x G + T represents an element of degree Q 2 in H2(G, T). 
Case (b). Let H be such that, at most, one of its cyclic components is 
of order > 4. Then the exponent of Gi is 2 [Lemma 10.3 below]. Without 
loss of generality assume that C(h,) is of arbitrary order and that C(h,), 
i = 1, 2,..., n - 1 are all of order 2. Then we assert that 
w(A;+s, Ai) = W(AJ, hi) + W(Ai, hi) for r, s, t arbitrary integers, 
i = 1,2 ,..., fl - 1. (10.2) 
Obviously the only case that needs to be verified is when r = s = t = 1. 
In this case W(h:+‘, Ait) = W(hf , Xi) = W(e, Ai) = 0, while 
W(A; , Xi”) + W(Aj , A;) = 2 W(& , Ai) = 0 [2G, = (0)]. 
(10.2) and Lemma 9.12 show that 
f((h - e)(h - e)(h - e), g4) = 0 for all gl , g2 ,g3 , g4 E G. 
Hence, in this case, f itself is a polynomial 2-cocycle of degree < 2 and so 
represents an element of degree < 2 in Hs(G, T). 
10.3. LEMMA. Exponent of Gr < max,gi~i~n{min(ord of Ai, orda of A,)}. 
Proof. G1 is generated by elements of the type [gr , g.J = g1g2gy1gg1, 
gl,g2EG. Let 




[since (i) W(XF, X;iz) = W(h;ia, hp), (ii) W&r, hjs), i < j is bilinear with 
respect to r and s (W,)]. Th e order of W(h, , JIj), i < i, is less than or equal 
to the minimum of the order of hi and hi . Hence order of [gr , g,] < 
max,6i,j+{min(order of hi , order of X,)} (Gr is an Abelian p-group). 
Since Gr is generated by elements of the type [gr , g,], the lemma is proved. 
10.4. Remark. 2-groups of class 2 with order < 32 must satisfy either 
(a) or (b) of (10.1). H ence, if G is such a group, then H2(G, T) is of degree 6 2. 
It follows from this that if L’ is a 2-group of class 3, order of 17 < 64, then 
D,(n) = (e); i.e., the dimension conjecture holds for I7. Or, more generally, 
if Ii’ is a group such that all its subquotients (which are 2-groups of class 3) 
have order < 64, then D,(n) = I7s . 
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